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CANopen goes into the cloud
Gradient One brings instrument data collection, visualization, and
analysis to the cloud, and is now compatible with CANopen
devices.

T

he software’s popularity is often
influenced more by its platform
than its intrinsic properties. Wordperfect failed to keep its eighties market
dominance because it kept development resources in OS/2 instead of
switching to Microsoft Windows as
soon as possible. The resulting slow,
buggy word processor drove peo- Figure 1: CANopen device control and data acquisition
ple to switch to the newer Microsoft (Photo: Gradient One)
Office.
In 2006, Google bought a web-based collaborative
SYNC for i in range(10)
document editing startup, which became Google Docs.
will add the CANopen synchronization frame to the queue
Microsoft, assuming that Google Docs’ popularity was
10 times. In addition to translating human-readable instrucdriven by the desire to share documents but not the abiltions into CAN frames, incoming response frames from the
ity to edit them, released One Drive less than a year later,
client receive human-readable explanations - for example,
but only got around to releasing a web-based word-procesreceiving:
sor in 2009. But the computing landscape of the 2000s was
601h, 2Fh, 60h, 60h, 00h, 01h
already different from the nineties. The unpopularity of Vista
is interpreted as:
meant that users were no longer willing to quickly adopt new
Writing 0x1 to 96,96,0 (mode_of_operation)
Microsoft operating systems. Users could no longer guaron node: 1
antee that any two personal computing devices would be
Repeated PDO and SDO numerical data, including
able to run the same software, while at the same time it was
from arrays spanning multiple frames, are automatically
more and more likely that they had a web browser with an
detected and plotted in a chart based on timestamps. Stainternet connection - the native platform of Google Docs.
tus flag changes are plotted with vertical lines.
Because of this, Google Docs has surpassed MS Office in
All SDO values, whether written to the device or read
many industries.
in, are saved in the search index for session’s ID. PreviWhile the word processor – the main piece of softous sessions can be found by looking up when a specific
ware for many businesses – has moved to the “cloud”, the
SDO had a specific value. Finally, the CANopen message
software for industrial research and development and conqueues can be named, edited, and saved so that the same
trol has not - and this is the problem Gradient One aims to
configuration can be run multiple times, and errors uncovsolve. Gradient One is a web-based software application for
ered by the previous runs fixed.
automating instrument control, data acquisition, visualizaCAN engineers may also find Gradient One’s analytion, and data analytics. Gradient One recently introduced
sis functionality of use. Gradient One has trained a Neural
support for CANopen devices, including writing and parsing
CANopen frames. Gradient One offers a free 30-day trial.
Gradient One’s web-based editor facilitates the composition of CAN frames. CAN frames can be written out as a
series of integers or hex bytes, or a human-readable format
hinted by the editor using the SDO names from an uploaded
EDS file. For example, both:
601h, 40h, 08h, 25h, 00h
and
QUERY x on node 1
will generate the corresponding CANopen frame to query
the SDO named x in the EDS file with the address of 25h,
Figure 2: CANopen data visualization (Photo: Gradient
08h. The editor also has a few python-like expressions for
One)
repeating frames, for example:
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Figure 3: Cloud-powered analytics (Photo: Gradient One)
Network to decode the bytes in the arbitration field and
data based on the voltage trace. Many higher-end oscilloscopes have the ability to decode digital protocols, however, few have Gradient One’s ability to then interpret the
decoded bytes as CANopen human-readable messages
based on the EDS file. In addition, unlike the signal decoding capabilities of oscilloscopes, Gradient One can automatically identify the protocol and frequency, simplifying
the decoding.
Other analysis tools can find matching patterns in
x/y plottable series from either the detected plottable data
from the CANopen messages or from the oscilloscope
voltages, measuring fall/rise times in square pulses, and
defining pass/fail criteria from threshold or in-range values of stored SDOs. These measurements can be chained
together and then run against all or a subset of sessions
based on the saved name. For example, a pattern could be
defined around a known bad behavior, like a sudden jerk in
a motor’s velocity, and then the pass/fail criteria could be
defined based on whether that jerk appeared in the trace
data for all collected samples.
However, the most useful tool to most users is the
ability to access and view previous test results from any
device, be it a desktop computer in the lab running Windows, a tablet during a meeting, or a smartphone away
from the office. It eliminates the hassle of having to worry
about the cross-compatibility of drivers and testing software against different versions of Windows, or of keeping
a local record of documents, just as Google Docs did for
the word processor.
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